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Abstract 
In this paper, we construct chainable continua called zigzags. These provide us with 
examples of decomposable and indecomposable continua with three or more endpoints. By 
using these zigzags, we can also show that the set of endpoints may or may not be complete. 
Keywords: Cardinality; (In)completeness, and (in)decomposability of the set of endpoints; 
Endpoints; Chainable continua 
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1. Introduction 
The Kuaster continuum, [8, p. 2051, is an example of a chainable continuum 
with (exactly) one endpoint. By joining to the Knaster continuum its reflection 
about the endpoint, we obtain a chainable continuum with no endpoints. The unit 
interval and the topologist’s sine curve are examples of continua with two end- 
points and three endpoints, respectively. By joining to the topologist’s sine curve its 
reflection about the endpoint which is not on the limit bar, a continuum with four 
endpoints is realized. Only the first of these examples is indecomposable. The 
others are decomposable. 
These examples lead us to ask if the set of endpoints of a chainable continuum 
can have any cardinality between 0 and c (the cardinal&y of IQ inclusively. It also 
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raises the question if there are such examples which are decomposable and 
indecomposable. In investigating continua with infinitely many endpoints, one may 
ask if a limit point of endpoints is itself an endpoint, i.e., if the set of endpoints is 
complete. 
We shall consider some examples of decomposable and indecomposable con- 
tinua with zero, one, and two endpoints, the examples mentioned above, and some 
other examples. These examples will show that there are decomposable and 
indecomposable continua with zero, one, two, and three endpoints, a decompos- 
able continuum with four endpoints, and a continuum which is indecomposable 
and has uncountably many endpoints. We will show how to construct decompos- 
able continua with m endpoints for 2 G m < 03 and indecomposable continua with 
n endpoints for 3 G 12 < m. Following this, we will then show how to construct 
decomposable and indecomposable continua with H, and c endpoints. This will 
complete the chart in Table 1, below. In the infinite cases, we shall show that the 
set of endpoints can be made to be either complete or incomplete. 
In conclusion, we shall show how the set of endpoints for some continua can be 
found by the methods developed here. We will do this in an example, by showing 
that the Bellamy continuum has no endpoints. These techniques can also be used 
to determine the set of endpoints for all of the other examples (except the 
pseudo-arc) considered in this paper and many others. 
2. Basic concepts 
A continuum is a nonempty compact connected metric space. A degenerate 
continuum consists of only one point and a nondegenerate continuum consists of at 
least two points. Hence, a nondegenerate continuum has the same cardinality as 
the reals. 
Let (X, d) be a metric space and S a subset of X. The diameter of S is defined 
by diam(S) = sup{d(x, y) 1 x, y E S}. The mesh of %?‘, a collection of sets in X, is 
defined by mesh %? = sup (diam(S) I S E 52). 
A chain is a finite sequence C: L,, L,,. . . , L, of sets open in X such that 
Lj n L, # @ if and only if 1 j - k I G 1. Each Lj is called a link. 
A chain C is an e-chain if the diameter of each link of C is less than E, i.e., 
mesh C < E. A continuum X is chainable if, for each E > 0, there is an E-chain in 
X covering X. A point x of a chainable continuum X is called an endpoint of X if 
there exists {Cj}T=i, a sequence of chains, covering X such that: 
(a> for each j, mesh Cj < (3)’ and 
(b) x is in the first link of each chain Cj. 
We shall denote the set of endpoints of a chainable continuum X by Ep(X). 
A continuum X is irreducible between two (distinct) points if it contains the 
points and no proper subcontinuum of X contains the points. 
In [3, pp. 660-6611 Bing proved the following theorem for chainable continua. 
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Theorem 2.1. For any chainable continuum M and p E M, the following are equiva- 
lent: 
(A) Each nondegenerate subcontinuum of M containing p is irreducible from p to 
some other point. 
(B) Zf each of two subcontinua of M contains p, then one of the subcontinua 
contains the other. 
(C) For each positive number E there is an e-chain covering M such that only the 
first link of the chain contains p. 
Bing defined p to be an endpoint of M if it satisfies condition (C). This is 
equivalent to the above definition. 
A continuum is decomposable if it is the union of two proper subcontinua. It is 
indecomposable if it is not decomposable. 
A metric space X is complete if each Cauchy sequence in X converges in X. It 
is incomplete if it is not complete. 
A topological space X is said to be homogeneous if, for every x and for every y 
in X, there exists a homeomorphism h : X+X such that h(x) = y. 
3. Examples 
We let N denote the set of positive integers and R! denote the set of real 
numbers. 
Let C, denote the usual Cantor ternary set, that is, 
k-l 
C, = [0, l] - 
In general, let C, denote the following generalization of the Cantor set: 
C, = [0, l] - 3j, k E N: k is even; 
where q is an odd integer greater than 2. Let K denote the Knaster “bucket 
handle” continuum, i.e., 
where 
A=((x, y)ERZ/(x-;)2+y2=(k-+)2; y&O; kEC3} 
and 
Bj= (x, y) [w ( E 2i(x-&)2+yz= (k-lli;)‘; y<O; 
forjal. See [S, p. 2051. K is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
Example 3.1. Bing gave an example of a decomposable continuum with no 
endpoints in [3, Example 3, p. 6621. It is constructed as follows. Let K’ be the 
reflection in R2 of K through the origin, 0 = (0, O), i.e., 
K’= {(-x,-y) E W(X, y) EK). 
Then KU K’ is a decomposable continuum with no endpoints. See Fig. 2. 
Example 3.2. In [ 11, Bellamy constructed the following indecomposable continuum: 
@{I,, h;+‘}, where 1, = [ - 1, l] and hz+’ : Zn+l --+I,, is defined by h:+‘(t) = 
sin 2n-t. It has no endpoints. The Bellamy continuum is shown in Fig. 10, at the 
end of this paper. 
Example 3.3. KU ([ - 1, 0] x {0}) is a decomposable continuum with one endpoint. 
See Fig. 3. 
Example 3.4. K is an indecomposable continuum with one endpoint. K is shown in 
Fig. 1. 
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Example 3.5. The unit interval, Z = [O, 11, is a decomposable continuum with two 
endpoints. See Fig. 4. 
Example 3.6. Let K, = U 7=i(Dj u U;.>, where for j 2 1: 
oj= ( ,Y)ER { x 
and 
q.- (x, y) R ( E 2~(x-l+&~+y2=(k-l+&.~; 
. 
See 18, p. 2051. Then K, is an indecomposable continuum with two endpoints. It 
can also be described by: K, = lim{Z,, g,““}, where Z, = [0, 11 and g;+’ : Zn+i + Z,, 
is defined by 
See Fig. 5. 
Example 3.7. The topologist’s sine curve is defined as follows: 
G3={(o, y) -lGYd)u {(x,sin s)lO<XG2). 
It is a decomposable continuum with three endpoints. See Fig. 6. 
Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 6. 
Fig. 7. 
Example 3.8. The Sergio curve (or Sergio’s sombrero) is defined as follows: 
G4 = G, U x, sin &)12ax<4}u{(4, Y)l-l<YGlj. 
We’re very grateful to Sergio Macias Alvarez for suggesting this continuum as an 
example with four endpoints. It should be noted that it is decomposable. It is 
shown in Fig. 7. 
Hocking and Young gave an example of an indecomposable continuum with 
three endpoints. See [7, p. 1421. The pseudo-arc, P, is an example of a homoge- 
neous chainable continuum. See [2]. Hence, either every point in P is an endpoint 
or P has no endpoints. It follows from the construction of P that it has an 
endpoint. Therefore, Ep(P) = P. The above examples are summaried in Table 1. 
Table 1 
Summary of examples 
Cardinality of the set of endpoints Decomposable Indecomposable 
0 K u K’ Bellamy continuum 
1 Ku([-1,01~~0)) K 
2 I K2 
3 Topologist’s sine curve G, [7, P. 1421 
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There are many other known examples of decomposable and indecomposable 
continua with various sets of endpoints. Some of these examples are constructed by 
using inverse limits. In [9], Lewis constructed chainable indecomposable continua 
by using inverse limits of n-ods which have n + 1 endpoints for any positive integer 
Iz. 
We will show that Table 1 can be filled in. For each of the infinite cases, we 
shall also show examples with (in)complete set of endpoints. It should be noted 
that finite sets of endpoints are obviously complete. If a continuum X has at least 
two points, then it has the same cardinality as that of R, i.e., card(X) = c = card(R). 
Hence, for any chainable continuum X, 0 G card(Ep(X)) G card(X) G c. 
We shall now review some more basic definitions and notations and develop 
some new definitions. After this, we will develop a useful lemma and a corollary. 
4. Terminology and notation 
Let X be a metric space and let C: L,, L,, . . . , L, be a chain in X. Let a, 
b E X and A, B c X. The chain C is said to go from (point> a to (point) b if 
a EL, and b EL,. Chain C is said to go from (set) A to (set) B if L, CA and 
L,cB. 
A subchain of C is a subsequence of C which is a chain. C(j, k) denotes the 
subchain of C consisting of links Lj, Lj+ 1,. . . , L,. Note that every subchain of C 
is of the form C(j, k). 
Let C,: Li, L\,...,LiI and C,: L:, L;,..., L:, be chains in a metric space (X, 
d). The chain C, is said to lie in C, if for every link Lf in C, there exists a link Li 
in C, such that LT c L\. In general, lJ C, c IJ C, c X but it is not necessary to 
have any equality. If C, and C, are coverings of X, i.e., U C, = U C, =X, then C, 
is also a refinement of C,. 
The chain C, is said to go straight through the chain C, provided: 
(a) C, lies in C, and 
(b) j<k<l; L~,L:cL~,*L~cL~ 
We can loosely describe condition (b) xd: if two links in C, lie in a link in C, then 
so do the links between them. See [7, p. 1161. 
Let A and B be any subsets of the space X. The distance between the sets A 
and B is denoted by: d(A, B) = inf{d(a, b) I a EA, b E B}. 
Fugate, in 16, p. 4601, defined a chain to be taut as follows: A chain 8 is taut iff 
nonadjacent links are a positive distance apart. On the same page, he defined links 
to be adjacent if they intersect. We will define tautness of a chain C: L,, L,, . . . , L, 
by r(C) = inf{d(Lj, L,)I Lj, L, are nonadjacent links of Cl. So a chain is taut if 
and only if it has positive tautness. 
Suppose X is a chainable continuum. Without any loss of generality, we can 
assume that the chains Cj (in Section 2) satisfy 0 < 7(Cj) or that their links are 
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open connected sets in X. It should be noted that for a chain C,, 0 < r(C,) is 
m equivalent to satisfying the condition that Ly n L$’ # fl if and only if Lj n c# (I. 
An arc is a homeomorphic image of [O, 11. Suppose that X is a topological 
space and A cX. If h : [O, 11 +A is a homeomorphism, h(O) = a, and h(1) = b 
then we say that A is an arc between a and b in X. This term will be used in the 
corollary below. 
Lemma 4.1. Let X be a chainable continuum. Suppose the following conditions hold: 
(1) there exists open sets U and V in X such that I!? n v = fl and 
(2) there exists a sequence of chains CC,}; = 1 in X such that: 
(a> C,: L:, L:,... , Li, goes from U to V, 
(b) C, + i: L;” + ‘, LT ’ ‘, . . . , Ly:+: goes from Ly to Ly m’ 
cc> C,, 1 goes straight through C,,,, and 
(d) Em,,, mesh C, = 0. 
Zfp E fl”,=,(UC,J-(VU v), thenp is not an endpoint ofX, i.e., we haue the 
following inclusion : 
j, (UC,) - (ou VcX- Ep(X)). 
Proof. Let A = 0 “, = i( tJ C,>. Then A is an arc between a and b for some a E U 
and b E V. (See 14, Theorem 4.8, p. 2441.) We are given that p EA - (!? U VI. 
Hence, there exists a homeomorphism h : [O, 11 -+A such that h(O) = a and h(l) = b. 
Since p EA - (0 u v>, there exists some point x such that 0 <x < 1 and h(x) =p. 
A is a nondegenerate subcontinuum of X which contains p. Let q EA - (p). 
Then either 0 G h-‘(q) <x or x <h-l(q) G 1. Hence, either h([O, xl> or h([x, 11) 
is a proper subcontinuum of A (and therefore of X) which contains p and q, 
respectively. Hence, by Theorem 2.1(A), p cannot be an endpoint of X. 0 
Corollary 4.2. Let a and b be distinct points in a chainable continuum X. Zf A is an 
arc in X between a and b then A - {a, b} CX - Ep(X). 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.1 above or (A) in Theorem 2.1. 0 
5. Zigzags 
We shall now define some new terms in order to introduce “zigzag” continua. 
After this, we will prove a general result concerning the set of endpoints of these 
types of continua. It will turn out that all of the examples that we have considered, 
except for the pseudo-arc, are “zigzag” continua. 
Let j be any integer. For convenience, we denote the successor of j by 
j*=j+ 1. 
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L: 
Fig. 8. 
Definition 5.1. Let A,, A, ,..., A,, be links in a chain C, with disjoint closures. A 
chain C, is said to go straight through chain C, relative to A,, A,, . . . , A,, if there 
exists a sequence of integers 1 = A,, < A,, < . . . < A,, = A, such that: 
(a) C,(h,,, Azj*) goes straight through CiL 
(b) for every j there exists a k such-at L’hz, CA,, 
(c) every A, contains at least one Ltzj, and 
(d) C,(A,,, Azj*) intersects exactly two of the A,, A,, . . . , A,. 
A,, A,, . . . , A,, are called rings and Lt = L;,,, Lt,, . . . , L:,, = Lz, are called piv- 
ots. The sequence {C,(Azj, A,j*)},Y!! ’ is called a segment sequence of C, in C, 
(relative to A,, A,, . . . , A,). C,(Azj, Azj*) is called a segment of the sequence. The 
sequence {Azj},!!!i is called an index sequence for the segment sequence. See Fig. 8. 
Definition 5.2. Let (X, d) be a complete metric space. In particular, X could be 
taken to be 178’ (r 2 2) or the Hilbert cube, Q. Z is called a Z, or a zigzag 
subspace of X, if Z = 0 “,= i( lJ C,), where CC,&, = 1 is a sequence of chains 
satisfying the following: 
(A> C,: L’,, L’ 2,. . . , Li, is a chain in X such that 
(a) each link in C, is an open connected set in X, 
(b) C, is taut, and 
(c) 3n, E N (n, & 2) and 31 =pll <p12 < ... <pin =A, such that the 
sequence A’: L\ = Lb,,, Lb,,, . . . , LPln, = Li, cons&s of disjoint links; 
(B) inductively, for m > 1, C,,,: L’f, LT,. . . , Ly_, is a chain in X such that 
,,‘ 
(a) each link in C, is an open connected set in X, 
(b) C, is taut, 
cc> m Vj 3k: Lj CL?-‘, 
(d) C, goes straight through C,_, relative to A”-’ (which is the previ- 
(e> 
q ,, q 2, . . . 9 qm’,, 
3k? cmc Lym;l; agd 
is a sequence of disjoint links which satisfies Vj 
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CC> lim,,, mesh C,,, = 0. 
-4”; Lym’,,, Lym’,,, . . . , LTm’,, is called the mth ring sequence. Lym:,,, LFm,, . . . , LF’,, are 
called the mth rings. LTlj is called the jth mth ring or the jth ring of A”. m 
Note that condition (B)(e), above, requires that the closure of each mth ring lies 
in some (m - 11th ring. It should also be noted in (BXe> that it is not assumed that 
P ml = 1 and P,,,,,, = A,. Since the links of C,,,,, will lie in CL = Cm(pml, p,,J, in 
any case, Cl, could be used in lieu of C,. With this replacement, the same 
subspace would be obtained satisfying pm1 = 1 and pmn, = A,,,. So, without loss of 
generality, it can be assumed in (B)(e), above, that pm1 = 1 and p,,, = A,. 
Theorem 5.3. Zf 2 is a 2, space, then Ep(Z) c n “,= 1( U A”), where A” (1 G m) is 
a sequence of rings for Z (as in Definition 5.2, above). 
Proof. Let Z be a Z, continuum, {C,Jz=, be a sequence of chains, and A” be a 
sequence of rings for 1 Q m < W, as in Definition 5.2, above. Suppose that p E 
n “,JU A”). Then p clearly satisfies Lemma 4.1, above. Hence, p @ Ep(Z), i.e., 
Z - n”,=,(lJ A”) cZ - Ep(Z). Therefore, Ep(Z) c n”,,,<U A”). 0 
6. Simple zigzags 
We are now ready to start filling in Table 1, above. We first define “Z,” 
continua for 2 G n < ~0. Then we will show that these continua have exactly n 
endpoints for 2 G n < ~4. After this, we will define two special types of “Z,” 
continua, “Zi” for 2 G m and “Zk” for 3 Q n, which we will prove to be decompos- 
able and indecomposable, respectively. 
Z denotes the set of integers. We define the function mod, : Z -+ Z by mod,(j) 
= j’ where j’ = j mod n and 1~ j’ < n. 
Definition 6.1. Let (X, d) be a complete metric space. Let n E N such that n > 2. 
Z is called a Z, or a simple zigzag subspace of X of order n, if Z = n “,J U C,>, 
where {C,}: = 1 is a sequence of chains satisfying the following: 
(A> C,: L;, L;,..., L’,, is a chain in X such that 
(a) each link in C, is an open connected set in X, 
(b) C, is taut, and 
(c) 31 =pll <p12 < . 1. <pin = h,: Li = Lk,,, Lk,,, . . . , Lb,, = Li, are dis- 
joint; 
(B) inductively, for m > 1, C,,,: L;“, LT, . . . , Lym is a chain in X such that 
(a> each link in C, is an open connected set in X, 
(b) C” is taut, - 
(c) Vj 3k: LT c LT-‘, 
(d) C,,, goes straight through C,_ 1 relative to Ly;_:,,, LT;_ll 2, . . . , Ly;_t,,, 
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Table 2 
a the first link of the chain, i.e., Lb,, = L:, Lg, = L:, .) LFz ,m,, = LT*, LFm,_, = Lya LF**,,,,*, = 
Ly*, . . 
* m 
b the last link of the chain, i.e., Lb,,= L:, 
[ jl = mod,(j) 
j, denotes the predecessor of j, i.e., j, E j - 1 
(e) C, starts in LE,!I,d (m), and 
(f> 3~~1, P,,,z,. . . , P,,,: ecL;m;l and Pm,mod,(m) = 1; and 
CC> lim,,, mesh C, = 0. 
The chain C, lies in C,_, where m is any integer greater than 1. We refer to 
L;;_lI as the jth (simple) ring and LTm, 
the difference from Definition 5.2. 
as the jth (simple) pivot (for C,). Notice 
Notice that in the above condition (B), (d)-(f) imply there exist P,,,*~, 
Pm*2,. . .? Pm*n which satisfy L;I*, C q C LX, and pm*,mOdn(m*) = 1. Also, note 
that pll = 1 and Lb,, =L:. Hence, L~~,,_d(m*)=L;l*~LT*~L~~l * . This 
merely requires that the jth pivot Lym, and its closure are conta%$ ‘in the 
jth ring LFm, and that the modJm*)th p:vot LTl*,mOd (m*) is L;“*, the first link of 
C ,,,*, and a subset of LTm mod (m* ), the mod,(m*)th rink. Loosely speaking, we say 
that the jth pivot becomes the jth ring. 
In Table 2 the pivots and rings are listed for the chains. The first links are 
indicated, also. This table indicates that the closure of a particular set (chain) lies 
in the set (chain) above it. Note the legend for the table. 
Theorem 6.2. Zf Z is a Z, subspace of a metric space X and n > 2, then Z is a 
continuum with exactly n endpoints. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 5.3; definition of endpoint in Section 2; and 
Definition 6.1, above. 0 
Definition 6.3. Let (X, d) be a complete metric space. Let n E N such that n 2 2. 
Let Z be a Z, continuum in X, i.e., Z = f-l”,=,< U CJ where {C,};= 1 is a 
sequence satisfying (A), (B), and CC> in Definition 6.1, above. Z is called a Z,” 
subspace of X if it also satisfies the following: 
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(D) there exists a /3 E N (1 G p < p* G n) such that for any segment sequence of 
C, in C,,_, (m > 1) there is at most one segment intersecting LF;_‘, B and 
G,__‘, o*. (Hence, there is exactly one segment from LF;_t B to Lr;_11,8* or vice versa 
from ‘LT;_ll p* to LF;_t a.) 
Theorem 6.4. A Z,” subspace of a metric space is a decomposable Z, continuum for 
any integer n > 2. 
Proof. Let Z be a Z,” subspace of a metric space (X, d). Let (C,)~=, and P be as 
in the above Definition 6.3. By this definition, Z is a Z, continuum. 
Then C,: L’,, L\, . . . , Lf,, . . . , L:,, . . . , Li, is a chain with links Lf, and L:, 
which satisfies: j, < k, where j, =plp and k, =plpa. Hence, the next chain in this 
sequence C,: L:, L;, . . . , Lfz,. . . , Li,, . . . , Lf, has links LTz and Li, which satis- 
fies: j, < k, where j2 =pzp, k, =p2p* or j, =P~~*, k2 =pzP. We may amme 
j2 = p2P, k2 = pzB* by reversing the sequence in C,, if necessary. 
Similarly, C,,,: L;“, Ly, . . . , L$ . . . , LTm,. . . , Lym is a chain which has links Lz 
and LT satisfying: j,,, < k,; j,,, =pmB; and k, = p,+*. From (D) above, 
LE”,, . . . ) ,?r is the only segment which intersects LL;: and LT,-_’ 
Define Em: iT, ir;l,. . . , iyrn where ~~=L~+jm_l for 1=1,2,...,k,-j,,,+l. 
In other words, C, is the sequence Lt, Ljm+lF.. , Lrm. 
Let U = L\ U L’, U . . * u L;, and I/ = Li, U LiI+, U * * * U L:,. Then 
(u, U C’,, V} is an open cover of Z for every m E N. Then A = fl “,=l(U C;,) is 
an arc in Z which connects a point in U to a point in V, where U and I/ are two 
open sets with disjoint closures. Hence, Z = U U A U V. So there is an arc lying in 
Z with interior points. Then Z is decomposable. See [7, Theorem 3-41, P. 1391. 
0 
Definition 6.5. Let (X, d) be a complete metric space. Let n E N such that n Z 3. 
Let Z be a Z,, continuum in X, i.e., Z = fl gG1( U C,) where {C,}~, 1 is a 
sequence satisfying (A), (B), and (C) in Definition 6.1, above. Z is called a Zk 
subspace of X if it also satisfies the following: 
(I) there exist three distinct integers ~yi, a2, (Ye such that 1~ al, (Ye, cy3 <n and 
there exist pl, p2, & such that (&, p2, &) = (LYE, LYE, (Y,) satisfying: 
for every m > 1 and for every j = 1, 2, 3 
if C, starts in LF;_lI 
then (i) C, ends i;l”’ LT;_tp (see Definition 6.1(B)(e)) and 
(ii) P,,~, = A, (see Definition 6.1(B)(f)). 
Condition (i) requires that if C, starts in the al, (Ye, cu,th ring, respectively, 
then C, ends in the a2, oa, cu,th ring, respectively. Condition (ii) requires that the 
az, a37 alth pivot of C, in each of these corresponding cases is its last link. 
Theorem 6.6. A Z,!, subspace of a metric space (X, d) is an indecomposable Z, 
continuum for any integer n > 3. 
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Proof. Let Z be a ZA subspace of (X, d). Let {C,}~=, and aj, pi (j = 1,2, 3) be 
as in the preceding Definition 6.5. By definition, Z is a Z, continuum. 
C rrj+kn is a chain with first link Lc;j+kn and last link L”ha’,“,“, (j = 1, 2, 3) which 
are the ajth ring and the Pjth ring for Caj+(k+l)n, respect&ely, i.e., Lc;l +(k + ljn C 




for some distinct a, b, c E Z. 
Hence, C,, +kn is a chain from a to b; Ca2+kn is a chain from b to c; and 
C q+kn is a chain from c to a (for k = 1, 2, . . .I. Then the n ;=lCa,+kn is a 
continuum irreducible between a and b; nTS1Ca2+kn is a continuum irreducible 
between b and c; and fl~=,C,S+k, is a continuum irreducible between c and a. 
(See [7, p. 1421.) But, by construction, Z = n “,=iC, = n ;=lCa,+kn (j = 1, 2, 3). 
So, by [7, Theorem 3-51, p. 1411, Z is indecomposable, since a, b, c are three 
(distinct) points such that Z is irreducible between any two of these points. •I 
7. The infinite cases 
We will now finish filling in the above Table 1 for the cases with infinitely many 
endpoints. In each of these cases, we show that the sets of endpoints can be either 
complete or incomplete. 
Let us define D = {l/n 1 n E N} and D, = D U (0). 
Theorem 7.1. There exist (in)decomposuble continua in lQ2 where the set of endpoints 
is D,. Hence, there exist GnIdecomposuble continua with a set of endpoints which is 
complete and countubly infinite. 
Proof. Let {C,&=, be a sequence, as in Definition 5.2, in R2 such that: 
(1) A’ consists of rings L’(1) and L’(O) where 1 E L1(l), D, - (1) c L’(O), and 
Ll(l> = L:; 
(2) A2 consists of rings L2(1) and L2(0) where 1 E L2(1), D, - (1) c L2(O>, and 
L2(0) = L2,; 
(3)A3 consists of rings L3(1>, L3(i>, and L3(0) where 1 E L3(1), i E L3(i), 
D, - (1, i} c L3(O>, and L3(1) = L:; 
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(4) A4 consists of rings L4(1>, L4(i), and L4(0) where 1 l L4(1), $ l L4(i), 
D, - { 1, 3) c L4(O>, and L4(i) = L;; 
(5) A5 consists of rings L5(1), L’(3), and L5(0) where 1 E L5(1), i E L5(i>, 
D, - 11, i} c L5(0), and L5(O> = L:; 
and so forth. We shall use the notation from Definition 5.2. 
From the construction of {C,J~=i, it is clear that 1, i, i,. . . ,O are endpoints of 
Z. Hence, D, c Ep(Z). By the definition of rings and Theorem 5.3, 
Ep(Z) c ; (UK’) = ; (L”(1) u ... uL”(0)) 
m=l m=l 
={1} u{+}u{+}u ... U{O} =(l, 3,; )...) O}=D,. 
Hence, Ep(Z) c D,. Therefore, Ep(Z) = D,. 
Hence, Ep(Z) = D, for any such Z as above. It needs to be shown that there 
are such Z, continua Z which are (in)decomposable. 
Suppose the following stipulations are added to {C,,J~=i, above: 
(Dl) 3f: C,(l, 5) is a segment from L3(1) to L3(i> and C,(l, h4) is a segment 
from L3(i> to L3(0) and 
(D2) for m > 4, C, has exactly one segment intersecting LmP1(i) and L”-‘(O). 
Then, by essentially the same argument as in Theorem 6.4, it follows that the 
continuum Z is decomposable. 
Now, suppose the following stipulation is added to {CJE=i, above: 
(I) for m > 3: 
L”(l)=Lr;*L”(+)=Ly”; 
L”(i) = L;” *L”(O) = LTj 
and 
Lm(0) = L;” * L”( 1) = LTm. 
Then, by arguing as in Theorem 6.6, it follows that Z is indecomposable. 0 
Theorem 7.2. There exist (in)decomposable continua in lR2 where the set of endpoints 
is D. Hence, there exist (in)decomposabb continua with a set of endpoints which is 
incomplete and countably infinite. 
Proof. Let {C,};=, be a sequence, as in Definition 5.2, in R2 such that: 
(1) A’ = {L’(l), L’(+), L’(O)} w h ere 1 E L’(l), i E L1(i), D, - 11, i> CL’(O), 
LYl) = L’,, Ll(O> = Li for some 5 (1 < 5 < A,), L’(i) = Li,; 
(2) A2 = {L2(1>, L2(;), L2(0)) w h ere 1 E L2(1>, i E L2(i>, D, - (1, +} C L2(0), 
L2($) = L:, and condition (*>, below, is satisfied for n = 2; 
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(3) A3 consists of L3(1), L3(i>, L3(i), L3(O> where 1 •L~(ll, $ E L3(i), + E 
La(+), D, - (1,. . .) i} c L3(O>, L3(1) = L:, ( * > is satisfied for IZ = 3; 
(4) A4 consists of L4(1>, L4($), L4(f), L4(0) where 1 E L4(1), $ E L4(i>, 5 E 
L4@, Do- {l,..., i} cL4(O>, L4($) =Lj, (*) is satisfied for n = 4; 
(5) A5 consists of L5(1>, L'(i), L5(i), L'(O) where 1 E L5(1), i E L5(i>, $ E L5(i>, 
D, - {l,..., f} CL'(O), L5(f> =L:, (*> is satisfied for IE = 5; 
and so forth. Condition (* ) is as follows: 
(*> C, is a chain such that if C,( j, k) and C,(k, I> are segments with j < k < 1 
and 0 E Lt c Lnpl(0), then either 
+L:cL"-y*) and 1 E L'f c L”-‘(l) 
or, vice versa, 
The notation in Definition 5.2 will be used. 
Since 0 E L"(O) and (*>, there exist j, < k, < I, and there exist segments 
C,< j,, k,) and C,(k,, I,) of C, such that $ E Ly c L"-'(+I, 0 E Li, c Lnpl(0), and 
1 EL; cLnP1(l) for (j, 1) = (j,, I,) or (I,, j,). If 0 is an endpoint of 2, then this 
contradicts Lemma 4.1. 
Therefore, 
(6) 0 e Ep(Z). 
By the definition of rings in Definition 5.2 and Theorem 5.3, 
Ep(Z) c ; (u/P) = ; (L”(1) U ... uL"(0)) 
m=l m=l 
={l}u{~}u{~}u~~~u{o}={1,~,~ )...) O}=D,. 
Then, by (6) above, Ep(.Z) CD, - (0) = D. Hence, Ep(Z) CD. From the construc- 
tion of {Cml~=l, it is clear that 1, +, f,. . . are endpoints of 2. Hence, D c Ep(Z). 
Therefore, Ep(Z) = D. 
Hence, Ep(Z) = D for any such Z as above. It needs to be shown that there are 
such Z, continua Z which are (in)decomposable. 
Suppose the following stipulations are added to {Cm}~=l, above: 
(Dl) 35 < 77: C,(l, 61, C,(c, q), C4(q, h4) are segments from L3(1> to L3(O>, 
from L3(0) to L'(+), from L3(;> to L3(i>, respectively and 
(D2) for m > 4, C, has exactly one segment intersecting Lmpl(i> and L”-I(+). 
Then, by essentially the same argument as in Theorem 6.4, it follows that the 
continuum Z is decomposable. 
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Now, suppose the following stipulation is added to {C,}; = i, above: 
(I) for m 2 3: 
L”( 1) = L;” * L”( $) = Lyj 
L”(i) = LT -L”(3) = Ly m ; 
and 
L”( +) = Ly j L”( 1) = Ly/ 
Then, by essentially the same argument as in Theorem 6.6, it follows that the 
continuum Z is indecomposable. 0 
It will be convenient to represent the Cantor ternary set, C, in the following 
way for the next two theorems: 
(1) Let F,,, Fzl be [:, 31, [i, +I, respectively; 
(2) Let F12, Fz2, FS2, Fd2 be [$, $1, [$, $1, [g, $1, [;, ;I, revectivek 
(3) Let F,,, Fz3, F33, Fd3, Fs3, Fe3, FT3, Fs3 be [” ‘I [’ ‘I iL ‘I [” ‘I 27, 27 T 27, 27 9 27, 27 7 27, 27 7 
[g, %I, [g, ++I, [$$, $1, [$, $$I, respectively; 
and so forth. 
Let Fk = UTilFjk, where II E N. Then C, = nT=,F,. 
Theorem 7.3. There exist (in)decomposable continua in lR2 where the set of endpoints 
is C,. Hence, there exist (in)decomposable continua with a set of endpoints which is 
complete and uncountable. 
Proof. Let {C,};=, be a sequence, as in Definition 5.2, in lR2 such that: 
(1) A’ consists of L\,, L:, where F,, CL:,, F21 c L\,, L’,, = L’,; 
(2) A2 consists of Lt,, L$ where F,, CL:,, F21 C L$, L;l = L:; 
(3) A3 consists of {L;2}Tz 1 where Fj2 c L;2 for 1 < j < 4, L:2 = L:; 
(4) A4 consists of (L42}j4= 1 where 4, c L;2 for 1 <j < 4, L422 = L:; 
(5) A5 consists of (L:2)j4_1 where Fj2 c Ls2 for 1 <j < 4, Li2 = L:; 
(6) A6 consists of {L;2}:= 1 where E;.2 c LT2 for 1 <j < 4, L642 = L6,; 
and so forth. 
The rest of the proof is analogous to that of Theorem 7.1. We refer the 
interested reader to 15, Theorem 10, pp. 35-361. q 
Theorem 7.4. There exist (injdecomposable continua in R2 with C, - (0) as the set of 
endpoints. Therefore, there exist (in)decomposable continua with a set of endpoints 
which is incomplete and uncountable. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to the proofs of Theorems 7.2 and 7.3. 
The interested reader may refer to [5, Theorem 11, pp. 36-381. 0 
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8. Applications 
Examples 3.1-3.8 all turn out to be Z, continua. Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 
along with Theorem 5.3 can be used to determine their sets of endpoints quickly 
and easily. We shall now illustrate this with one of these examples. 
Consider the Bellamy continuum. See Example 3.2 and Fig. 10. Let C,: 
L',, Li,..., L\ be a chain in lR2 satisfying the conditions for a zigzag continuum. 
Let C, be a chain in lR2 such that the conditions for zigzag continua are satisfied 
2 2 2 2 and suchthat:Gc L~;~2cL~;La2~L~;~~~L~;L,zcL:;L~2~L:; and LA2cL\ 
forsome 1<cu2<p2<y2<62<~2<h2. In general for m > 2, let C,,, be a chain 
in R2 such that the conditions for zigzag continua are satisfied and such that - m m m m L"cL"-'. L" CL?;_:; LpmcL;Iel; L,mcL~;~l; L, cL~;_'~:; LEmcL~-'; and 1 Ym-1’ am 
LYmcLT-_‘, for sOme a,, P,, ym, a,, E, satisfying 1 crnam < /3, < ym < 6, < E, < 
A,. The; r-l”,=,< U CJ is the Bellamy continuum. See Fig. 9. 
Now let A, be the sequence of rings L\, Li, L\; let A, be the sequence of 
rings Lt, Lt,, Lt2;...; and let A, be the sequence of rings L;", Lym',, LL. It 
follows that UA2cL&..., U A, c Ly;_ll. Hence, n “,= l<U A,) consists of one 
point. Call this point X. It is clear that x satisfies Lemma 4.1 with U = L', and 
I/= L\. Hence, x is not an endpoint. So the Bellamy continuum has no endpoints. 
If Corollary 4.2 can be used, then sometimes the set of endpoints can be found 
more quickly. Such is the case for the Bellamy continuum. It is immediate that the 
Bellamy continuum has no endpoints, by this corollary and Fig. 10. 
Bellamy continuum 
Fig. 10. 
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9. Some open problems and questions 
Bing showed in [3, Theorem 4, p. 6541 that any chainable continuum can be 
imbedded in R2. So we can assume that chainable continua lie in R2. Their sets of 
endpoints are bounded G, sets and have dimension 0 or 1. From Corollary 4.2, we 
can see that an arc cannot be the set of endpoints of any chainable continua. Since 
an arc is a G, set, we conclude that not every G, set can be a set of endpoints. The 
pseudo-arc is an example of a continuum whose set of endpoints is l-dimensional. 
So the set of endpoints can be of dimension 0 or 1. 
Zigzag continua have sets of endpoints which are O-dimensional sets in R2. In 
fact, the closure of the set of endpoints of zigzags are O-dimensional. We have 
shown that their sets of endpoints are not necessarily complete. However, they 
were topologically complete. (See Question 9.1, below.) 
The following are some questions that we may ask concerning the set of 
endpoints of chainable continua. Jan van Mill came up with the following ques- 
tions. 
Question 9.1. Are there examples of chainable continua whose sets of endpoints 
are not topologically complete? 
Question 9.2. Are there chainable continua with sets of endpoints which are 
countably dense in the continua? 
Wayne Lewis has posed the following questions. 
Question 9.3. What (bounded) subset of the plane can be the set of endpoints of a 
chainable continuum? 
Question 9.4. Is any (bounded) G, subset of dimension 0 in the plane the set of 
endpoints of some chainable continuum? 
Question 9.5. If the set of endpoints is l-dimensional, does the continuum have to 
contain a pseudo-arc? 
Question 9.6. Can one characterize endpoints in terms of inverse sequences? 
There are many other questions which one may ask concerning the set of 
endpoints of chainable continua. 
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